Directions to
Orsi Academy

Close to highways & free parking
Orsi is located in Melle, a rural village near the beautiful
city of Ghent. The company is close to the E40, one of the
most important highways in Belgium.
Next to the facility there is a free parking lot for all visitors.

Close to airports
The institute is within a 1h radius of three airports
(Brussels, Brussel Charleroi & Lille Lesquin) and
two international railway stations (Lille Europe &
Brussels Midi).

Long-lasting transportation partner
Our cooperating transfer partner Limo Saelens provides
professional services with friendly & experienced drivers
in a safe class fleet. Experience a stress-free trip in one
of their private limousines.
info@limosaelensgroup.be

Its state-of-the-art
training & simulation
center is located in
Melle, Belgium,
50 km from Brussels,
the capital of Europe.

Orsi Academy
Proefhoevestraat 12, 9090 Melle (Ghent), Belgium

Aalst

Ghent

ORSI

Take the highway E40 from the N9 &
Geraardsbergsesteenweg/ N45, direction
Ghent.
20 min.

Take the highway E40 in the
direction of Brussels.
20 min.

HIGHWAY E40 - EXIT WETTEREN
Lille
CITY CENTER | LILLE LESQUIN | LILLE
EUROPE | LILLE FLANDRES

1. Enter the highway A1 in the direction of
Lille/Dunkerque.
2. Follow signalisation to the highway E17,
direction Gand/Gent.
3. At the connection point in Zwijnaarde, follow
signalisation to highway E40, direction Brussels.
50 min.

1. On the roundabout, exit in the direction of Zottegem.
2. Immediately take the next right. There is a signalization
sign towards Orsi Academy.
3. Continue to take right. U enter a road parallel with the
highway.
4. Take the second street to the left. The first building is
the Orsi Academy Campus.

Brussels
CITY CENTER | BRUSSELS AIRPORT |
BRUSSEL MIDI TRAINSTATION

Enter the highway R0 (ring of
Brussels) in the direction of Ghent.
Follow signalisation to the highway
E40, direction Ghent.
45 min.
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EXTRA PARKING

Next to the facility there is a free parking lot for all visitors. In case the parking lot is full,
we invite you to park your car in the extra parking areas indicated on this map.

15

EXTRA PARKING - alongside the road

EXTRA PARKING - alongside the road

ENTRANCE

ORSI ACADEMY

EXTRA PARKING - on the grass

EXTRA PARKING - alongside the road
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